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Background: The intrahepatic bile ducts (BDs) play an important role in the
modification and transport of bile, and the integration between the BD and
hepatocytes is the basis of the liver function. However, the lack of a source of
cholangiocytes limits in vitro research. The aim of the present study was to
establish three-dimensional BDs combined with human mature hepatocytes
(hMHs) in vitro using chemically induced human liver progenitor cells (hCLiPs)
derived from hMHs.

Methods: In this study, we formed functional BDs from hCLiPs using hepatocyte
growth factor and extracellular matrix. BDs expressed the typical biliary markers
CK-7, GGT1, CFTR and EpCAM and were able to transport the bile-like substance
rhodamine 123 into the lumen. The established three-dimensional BDs were
cocultured with hMHs. These cells were able to bind to the BDs, and the bile
acid analog CLF was transported from the culture medium through the hMHs and
accumulated in the lumen of the BDs. The BDs generated from the hCLiPs showed
a BD function and a physiological system (e.g., the transport of bile within the liver)
when they were connected to the hMHs.

Conclusion: We present a novel in vitro three-dimensional BD combined with
hMHs for study, drug screening and the therapeutic modulation of the
cholangiocyte function.
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1 Introduction

The liver consists of two types of endodermal epithelial cells, hepatocytes, and biliary
epithelial cells (BECs), termed cholangiocytes, which differentiate from hepatoblasts during
development (Tanimizu et al., 2013; O’Hara et al., 2013). The BECs form bile ducts (BDs)
that connect the liver and the intestine to secrete bile, which is generated in hepatocytes, into
the intestine (Alpini et al., 2002). BECs modify and transport the bile produced by
hepatocytes so that they can protect the liver from bile-induced damage (O’Hara et al.,
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2013). The homeostasis of the connection between the BDs and the
hepatocytes is therefore crucial for maintaining a normal liver
function and preventing liver damage or disease (Cao et al.,
2017). Functional impairment of BECs and the transportation of
bile acids play an essential role in the development of various types
of biliary disorders and liver failure, which can eventually only be
treated by liver transplantation (Strazzabosco et al., 2005). However,
the physiology and pathophysiology of cholangiopathies have not
yet been fully elucidated (Strazzabosco et al., 2005; Lazaridis and
LaRusso, 2015). This is mainly due to the lack of relevant in vivo and
in vitro models for the study of biliary tract development,
cholangiopathies and drug assays, especially for bile transport
and drainage between BECs and hepatocytes in humans. The
shortage of the cell source also limits the in vitro study of human
BECs (hBECs) and the three-dimensional structural function of the
BD (Buisson et al., 2019).

It has been proven to be feasible to use isolated BECs or stem
cells as a source to establish a three-dimensional biliary network
in vitro by bioengineering methods (Ramli et al., 2020; Huang et al.,
2021; Sato et al., 2021; Roos et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2022; Yan et al.,
2022). Currently, there has been significant improvement in the
generation of functional hepatocytes from induced pluripotent stem
cells (iPSCs). Several in vitro models of human hepatic disease have
been established based on iPSCs (Olgasi et al., 2020; Kim et al., 2022;
Park et al., 2022; Xu et al., 2022). Some researchers have also used
chemically induced pluripotent stem cells to build various
hepatocyte and cholangiocyte organoids (Si-Tayeb et al., 2010;
Chen et al., 2018; Aizarani et al., 2019; Ramli et al., 2020; Wang
et al., 2020; Carberry et al., 2022). Although there has been
significant success in the induction of BECs and BD cysts from
animal cell sources, the induction of human three-dimensional BDs
(hBDs) has not fully progressed (Huang et al., 2020; Ramli et al.,
2020; Huang et al., 2021). iPSCs or liver progenitor cells (LPCs)
constitute BD epithelial cells, spheroids and biliary tubules in
different cultural environments needed the different
combinations of growth factors (Tanimizu et al., 2007; Tian
et al., 2016). However, iPSCs with altered gene sequences and the
isolation of BECs with limited sources still have limited clinical
applications, although BECs and biliary organoids have shown great
value in the treatment of biliary disease (Sampaziotis et al., 2021;
Velazquez and Ebrahimkhani, 2021). Additionally, the present
studies of BDs constructed in vitro usually ignore the relationship
between BDs and hepatocytes. Hepatotoxicity studies based on
hepatocytes are basically studies of the hepatocyte culture models
or cystic hepatic organoids (Li et al., 2022; Park et al., 2022). Cystic
organoids contain BECs and hepatocytes and exhibit corresponding
characteristic cell functions. The multicellular tissue of BD
combined with hepatocytes is a hepatic organoid that can
represent the physiological state.

Katsuda et al. used a small molecule cocktail to chemically
induce rodent mature hepatocyte (rMH) dedifferentiation into
chemically-induced liver progenitor cells (CLiPs) with
bidirectional differentiation potential of MHs and BECs, and on
this basis, they and other researchers developed methods for human
MHs (hMHs) (Katsuda et al., 2017; Katsuda et al., 2019; Kim et al.,
2019). Human CLiPs (hCLiPs), chemically induced from hMHs,
offer an appreciated cell source for regenerative medicine (Katsuda
et al., 2019). The dilative and proliferative ability and bidirectional

differentiation potential of hCLiPs bring considerable prospects for
the treatment of end-stage liver disease. Huang et al. established
biliary duct-like structure integrated hepatocyte tissues from rCLiPs,
providing an excellent in vitro model for hepatobiliary disease
research but not for humans (Huang et al., 2020; Huang et al.,
2021). The BD-hepatocyte connected tissue as a cocultured organoid
model provides a model for studying the integrated BD-hepatocyte
and hepatocyte-cholangiopathy in vitro, which can be used to study
the transport of bile and establish in vitro disease models.

In this study, the primary aim was to utilize hCLiPs to establish
functional hepatic tissue with a three-dimensional BD connected to
the hMHs. The connected tissue exhibits both structural and
functional characteristics similar to BD-hepatocyte transporters
and bile canaliculi. The interconnected tissue was capable of
performing the crucial functions of bile transportation, collection,
and delivery.

2 Methods

2.1 Cell culture and conversion

Human Cryo-Hepatocytes (CHHs) (Lot.416, Corning, Woburn,
MA, United States) were seeded into collagen type-I-coated dishes
(Asahi Techno Glass, Tokyo, Japan) at a density of 2 × 104 cells/cm2 in
STIM medium to promote attachment to the plate surface. The STIM
medium was a hepatocyte culture media kit with 10 ng/μL epidermal
growth factor (EGF) containing 1x penicillin‒streptomycin-glutamine
(100X) (Gibco™, Tokyo, Japan) and 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS,
Gibco™, Tokyo, Japan). Four hours later, the culture medium was
changed to small chemically reprogrammed culture medium. The small
chemical reprogramming culture medium was DMEM/F12 containing
2.4 g/L NaHCO3 and L-glutamine (Life Technologies, Tokyo, Japan)
and supplemented with 5 mMHEPES, 30 mg/L L-proline, 0.05% BSA,
10 ng/mL EGF (all from Sigma‒Aldrich Japan, Tokyo, Japan), insulin-
transferrin-serine (ITS)-X (Life Technologies, Tokyo, Japan), 10−7M
dexamethasone (Dex) (Fuji Pharma Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), 10 mM
nicotinamide (Sigma‒Aldrich, Tokyo, Japan), 1 mM ascorbic acid-2
phosphate (Wako Pure Chemical, Osaka, Japan), 100 U/mL penicillin,
and 100 mg/mL streptomycin (Life Technologies, Tokyo, Japan) in
addition to two small chemical molecules of 0.5 μM A-83–01 (Wako
Pure Chemical, Osaka, Japan), 3 μM CHIR99021 (A10199, AdooQ
BioScience, Irvine, CA, United States) and 10% FBS, which would be
called FAC medium. The culture medium was changed 1 day after
seeding and every two/3 days thereafter. It takes 14–16 days to generate
hCLiPs at up to 90% confluence from CHHs.

2.2 Removal of fibroblasts and subculture of
hCLiPs

The cultured cells reached ≥90% confluence and were treated
with TrypLE Express (Life Technologies, Tokyo, Japan) for
15–20 min. The hCLiPs were expanded with an equivalent
volume of preculture medium, and the cells were transferred to a
15 mL conical tube and centrifuged at 220 g for 5 min. The cell pellet
was resuspended in 5 mL of culture medium, and the total number
of cells and percent viability were determined using a
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hemocytometer. The isolated hCLiPs were seeded onto gelatin-
coated culture plates (Asahi Techno Glass, Tokyo, Japan) at a
density of 5.0 × 104 cells/cm2 and incubated for 60 min. The cells
in the medium were isolated and seeded onto collagen-coated plates
at a density of 5.0 × 104 cells/cm2 and incubated for 10 min. After
10 min, the cells were isolated and seeded onto collagen-coated
plates at a density of 1.0 × 104 cells/cm2. The cells seeded onto the
third collagen-coated plates achieved an appreciable purity. This
method was drived from the published patent [JP2020-162551
(P2020-162551A)].

2.3 Human BD formation from hCLiPs

BDs were differentiated and formed from hCLiPs as previously
reported (Huang et al., 2021). Briefly, 1–2 days before collecting the
hCLiP suspension, we used embryonic fibroblast feeder cells (MEFs)
(Cat #PMEF-N, Merck Millipore, Billerica, MA United States) to
form an MEF feeder layer by seeding 1–2 × 105 cells on collagen-
coated 12-well plates (approximately 3 × 104 cells/cm2) in DMEM
containing 10% FBS. We plated the dissociated hCLiP suspension
onto the MEF feeder layer at a density of 4–5 × 105 cells/well (1.2 ×
105 cells/cm2) in FAC medium for cell attachment for 1 day.
Thereafter, we replaced the medium with BEC induction medium
(BIM), which was mTeSR™1 Complete Kit (Catalog #85850,
STEMCELL Technologies, Tokyo, Japan), including
mTeSR™1 basal medium supplemented with TeSR™1 5X
supplement, with the addition three small chemical molecules of
10 µM Y-27632, 0.5 µM A-83–01, 3 µM CHIR99021, hepatocyte
growth factor (HGF, Sigma‒Aldrich Japan, Tokyo, Japan) and EGF,
every 2 days for 6 days, followed by BIM supplemented with 2%
growth factor reduced Matrigel (Catlog 354230, Corning, Bedford,
United States) for an additional 6–10 days, to facilitate the
maturation of BECs and the formation of biliary structures.

2.4 Integrated BD structure to human
hepatocytes

We plated CHHs onto three-dimensional BD at a density of
1 × 105 cells/12-well plate (2.5 × 104 cells/cm2) for 1 day in
hepatocyte-defined medium (Catlog 05449, Corning, Bedford,
United States) supplemented with 10 μg/mL EGF and 10% FBS.
We then replaced it with BIM supplemented with 2% Matrigel for
another 2–4 days. The BD was automatically attached with
hepatocytes with bile canaliculi to the biliary cells.

2.5 Gene expression analysis by quantitative
reverse-transcription polymerase chain
reaction (qRT‒PCR)

Samples were cultured in dishes under various conditions,
and mRNA was extracted using a spin column (NucleoSpin RNA
II; Macherey-Nagel, Düren, Germany). Synthesis of cDNA was
performed using a high-capacity cDNA reverse transcription kit
(Applied Biosystems, Tokyo, Japan). Samples were then stored
at −20°C until their analysis by polymerase chain reaction (PCR),

which was performed using an Applied Biosystems StepOne Plus
Real-time PCR System with TaqMan Gene Expression Assay
Kits (Applied Biosystems, Tokyo, Japan) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, PCR mixtures contained
1 μL of cDNA, 1 μL of TaqMan Gene Expression Assay probe,
5 μL of TaqMan Fast Advanced Master Mix (both from Applied
Biosystems), and 13 μL of nuclease-free water. All TaqMan gene
primers are listed in Supplementary Table S1. The
thermocycling conditions were 95°C for 20 s followed by
40 cycles of 95°C for 1 s and 60°C for 20 s. Expression levels
were quantified using the comparative cycle time method. Cycle
threshold (Ct) values were automatically determined by the
Applied Biosystems StepOne Plus Real-Time PCR System,
and fold changes in gene expression were calculated by the
2̂(−ΔΔCT) method. Expression levels were normalized to
those of the housekeeping gene and internal control
glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH).

2.6 Immunofluorescence

Cultured cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS) (Wako Pure Chemical, Osaka, Japan) for 10 min.
Fixed samples were then incubated in 0.1% Triton X-100 (Sigma‒
Aldrich, Tokyo, Japan) in PBS for 10 min and blocked in PBS
containing 1% BSA for 1 h at room temperature. The cells were
then incubated with primary antibodies diluted in PBS+1% BSA at
4°C overnight. After washing with PBS three times, they were incubated
with appropriate secondary antibodies diluted in PBS+1% BSA for 2 h.
All primary and secondary antibodies are listed in Supplementary Table
S2. Nuclei were stained with 4′,6-diamidiono-2-phenylindole (DAPI)
(DOJINDO, Kumamoto, Jaoan) for 30 min. They were washed for
three times in PBS up to 30–60 min. Fluorescence and bright-field
images were captured using a microscope (Ti-U and C-HGFI, Nikon,
Tokyo, Japan).

2.7 Rhodamine 123 assay

The rhodamine 123 assay was performed.We incubated the cells
with Hanks’ balanced salt solution (HBSS) containing 100 µM
rhodamine 123 (both from Sigma-Aldrich, Tokyo, Japan) for
30 min at 37°C and washed them with HBSS twice. To inhibit
the transporter activity of multidrug-resistance protein 1 (Mdr1),
we incubated the cells with 20 µM verapamil (Tokyo Chemical
Industry Co., Ltd. Tokyo, Japan) at 37°C for 2 h before adding
rhodamine 123. Fluorescence and bright-field images were captured
using a microscope (Ti-U and C-HGFI, Nikon, Tokyo, Japan).

2.8 Definition of the biliary lumen by cell-
tracking staining

Because of the functionality of the hCLiP-derived biliary-duct-
like structures, they were able to metabolize a cell-tracking dye to
ascertain the extent of the biliary lumen. Therefore, we used the
sequential cell-tracking staining method to determine the tubular
lumen in the induced biliary duct structures. Briefly, the induced
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biliary structures were incubated with 100 µM rhodamine 123 dye
for 10 min at 37°C. Subsequently, the biliary-duct-like structures
were cultured in BIM-2 medium (BIM-1 supplemented with 2%
Matrigel) for 48 h, followed by incubation with 10 μM cell tracker
orange (CTO, C34551; Invitrogen, Tokyo, Japan) dye for 10 min at
37°C. After washing twice with HBSS, images were captured using a
microscope (Ti-U and C-HGFI, Nikon, Tokyo, Japan).

2.9 Cholyl-lysyl-fluorescein (CLF) dye assay

We loaded the cells with 1 μM CLF (Corning Life Sciences,
Bedford, United States) for 30 min at 37°C and washed them twice
with HBSS. We observed the cells and captured images using a
confocal microscope. We replaced the cell medium with BIM
medium to keep the cells alive for an extended period.

FIGURE 1
FACmedium converted human cryohepatocytes into hepatic progenitor cells. (A) FACmedium could induce humanmature hepatocytes (MHs) into
chemically induced liver progenitor cells (hCLiPs). (B) Themorphology of the MHs gradually changed during 2 weeks of FAC culture. Scale bar = 100 μm.
(C, D) RT-qPCR analysis showed that the hepatic progenitor cell (LPC)-relatedmarkers EpCAM, KRT-19, SOX-9, and CD133 gradually increased (n= 3–6),
while the MH markers ALB, CYP7A1, and HNF-4α gradually decreased, which indicated that MHs were transferred to the hCLiP (n = 3–6). Data
represent themean values. Student’s t-test, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01. (E) Immunofluorescence staining of transformed cells was performed on day 14, and the
cells expressed the LPC-related markers EpCAM, CK-19, and CD133. Scale bar = 200 μm.
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2.10 Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed, and graphs were made using
GraphPad Prism 8.0 (GraphPad Software Inc., San Diego, CA,
United States). Data were analyzed by Student’s t-test or a one-
way ANOVA. Details of the statistical analyses and the associated
values are described in the respective figure legends.

3 Results

3.1 FAC medium converted human cryo-
hepatocytes into hepatic progenitor cells

The transformed cells, CHH, were utilized in the experiments and
showed significant morphological changes after just 3 days of culture.
Notably, the transformed cells displayed a higher capacity for

proliferation compared to primary hepatocytes, achieving
approximately 90% confluence within 14 days of culture (Figures 1A,
B). Additionally, the proliferation of fibroblasts on the heterogeneous
culture plate could be observed (Supplementary Figures S1A, B). The
mRNAs of the transformed cells were extracted, andRT‒qPCRwas used
to analyze the gene expression of the hepatocytes and LPCs. The results
of Rt-qPCR confirmed that in transformed cells, the expression of LPC-
related genes, including EpCAM, KRT-19, SOX-9, and CD133
(Figure 1C), and fibroblast-related genes, including ACTA2, TGF-β2
and MMP2, was gradually upregulated (Supplementary Figure S1C),
while the relative gene expression of Alb, CYP7A1 and HNF4α in MHs
was gradually downregulated (Figure 1D). Moreover, the transformed
cells expressed the LPC protein markers EpCAM, CK-19 and CD133,
while the heterogeneous cells expressed the α-SMA protein (Figure 1E;
Supplementary Figure S1C). The data suggested that these transformed
cells converted from CHH by a small molecule cocktail with FAC
medium were LPCs.

FIGURE 2
HGF promoted bile duct (BD) formation in three-dimensional culture. (A) Embryonic fibroblast feeder cells (MEFs)were used as a layer, andMatrigel was used
to construct a three-dimensional culture environment as extracellularmatrix (ECM) to induce the hCLiPs to create three-dimensional BDs in a two-stepmethod. (B)
The bile duct-inducedmedium (BIM) to induce BD fromhCLiPwas inefficient (the red arrow shows the untransformed cells). Scale bar = 200 μm. (C) In BIM, BIM+
EGF, andBIM+EH, BDsweremixedwith pieces of hCLiPs or transformedBECs,while BIMwithHGFwasmore effective for forming BDs. Scale bar= 200 μm.
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3.2 HGF promoted BD formation in three-
dimensional culture

Three-dimensional BD formation was induced by a two-step
method in a three-dimensional environment established with
MEFs and Matrigel (Figure 2A). Since the direct use of BIM to
induce BDs from hCLiPs was not efficient (Figure 2B), we
introduced the growth factors HGF and EGF as supplements of
BIM. (Tanimizu et al., 2007; Anzai et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2019). In
heterogeneous cell culture dishes that induce hepatic progenitor
cells, it is imperative to remove a large number of mixed fibrotic
cells (Singh et al., 2013). It has been previously reported that many
fibrotic cells produced during the induction of MHs are isolated
using different culture medium (Miyoshi et al., 2022). When using
hCLiPs to generate BDs, fibroblasts affect the formation of BD due
to the rapid proliferation of fibroblasts (Supplementary Figure
S2A), and the hCLiPs were enriched in purity without damage by
multiple subcultures (Supplementary Figure S3A–C). BIM with
HGF or EGF could generate BDs in 3D culture earlier (Day 11) in

comparison to BIM alone. BIM with HGF was more effective in
inducing the transformation of hCLiPs into BECs and the
formation of BD tubular structures. In BIM, BIM with EGF,
BIM with EH, BD were mixed with pieces of hCLiPs or
transformed BECs (Figure 2C).

All four groups were subjected to immunofluorescence
microscopy to determine whether the induced biliary-like
structure was the BD structure. AQP-1, CK-7, CK-19, and
EpCAM (BD-related markers) were expressed on all BDs
(Figure 3A), but the fluorescence intensity of CK-7, CFTR,
and EpCAM appeared to differ. This was more pronounced in
areas where BDs formed (Figure 3B; Supplementary Figures S4).
As described above, BD-associated proteins are more
pronounced in regions of BD-like formation, and the
condition of 3D culture supply with HGF is more helpful in
inducing hCLiPs to form 3D BDs. This was also confirmed by
RT‒qPCR results for BD-associated genes (KRT-7, GGT1, and
CFTR) and progenitor cell-associated genes (EPCAM, SOX9, and
HNF4A) (Figure 3C).

FIGURE 3
Bile duct-like structures expressed biliary markers. (A) The bile duct-related markers AQP-1, CK-7, CK-19, and EpCAM were expressed on all bile
ducts. Scale bar = 200 μm.(B) The fluorescence intensity of bile duct-related markers CK-7, CFTR, and EpCAM appeared to differ in BIM with HGF, which
ismore pronounced in areas where bile ducts formed (the red box shows the negative zone, and thewhite box shows the high-intensity area). Scale bar =
500 μm. (C) RT-qPCR was used to assay the bile duct-associated genes KRT-7, GGT1, and CFTR and the progenitor cell-associated genes EPCAM,
SOX9, andHNF4A and showed that BIMwith HGF increased biliary genes and progenitor genes. (n= 3–6) Data represent themean ± standard error of the
mean. One-way ANOVA, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
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FIGURE 4
The function of the bile duct structure induced by hCLiPs resembles the biliary function. (A) Rhodamine-123 was transported into the BEC and
accumulated in the lumen of the biliary duct structures. This could be inhibited by the MDR-1 inhibitor verapamil. (B, C) Rhodamine-123 was transported
into the BEC and accumulated in the lumen of the biliary duct structures in BIM + HGF group, fluorescence intensity along the line was evaluated by
ImageJ. (D) To further illustrate the presence of lumen in the bile ducts, after 24 h of staining Rhodamine-123, the dyewas taken up by bile duct cells
for 30 min using a cell tracker orange. (E, F) In the BIM+HGF group, CK-7 showed the structure of the bile duct, and cell-tracker staining analysis (30 min)
of the bile duct in the BIM + HGF group showed the lumen in the bile duct.
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3.3 The functionality of the BD structure
induced by hCLiPs resembled the biliary
function

The functionality of the BD structure was assessed by
determining multidrug resistance protein-1 (MDR1) activity,
which was evaluated by the ability to transfer rhodamine-123
into the lumen. Rhodamine-123 was transported into the BECs
and then accumulated in the lumen of the BD (Figure 4A). In
contrast, as the MDR-1 transporter inhibitor, verapamil prevented
rhodamine-123 from accumulating in the lumen of the BD,
confirming the functional MDR-1 transport activity in the BD
(Figure 4A). The bile duct uptake of rhodamine-123 in BIM +HGF
group was further examined, and the bile duct uptake of
rhodamine-123 could be inhibited by verapamil (Figures 4B, C).
To further illustrate the presence of lumen in the BD, after 24 h of
staining with rhodamine-123, the dye was taken up by BECs for
30 min using a cell-tracker, and BIM +HGF could be seen to have a
more pronounced cavity when viewed under a fluorescence

microscope (Figure 4D). In the BIM + HGF group, CK-7
showed the structure of the bile duct with cysts, and 30 min
cell-tracker orange staining analysis in the BIM + HGF group
showed the lumen in the bile duct in the BIM + HGF group
(Figures 4E, F). These results suggested that BIM supplied with
HGF could induce the formation of a functional BD with a lumen
from hCLiPs.

3.4 The human BD structure is integrated
with hepatocytes

The intrahepatic BD forms a complex three-dimensional
network configured by cholangiocytes. The BD is responsible
for bile acid collection and transplantation from the bile
canaliculi among hepatocytes in the in vivo hepatic system.
To investigate whether the BD structure induced by hCLiPs
could collect bile acid from bile canaliculi and hepatocytes, we
seeded human hepatocytes into the BD system generated from

FIGURE 5
The human bile duct structure is integratedwith hepatocytes. (A) In the bile duct structures combined with MHs, CLF could accumulate in the lumen
from the culture medium through the MHs. Scale bar = 100 μm. (B, C) In hepatocytes that were not incorporated into a bile duct or in only MEF
conditions, the CLF accumulated in the bile canaliculi formed by the hepatocytes. Scale bar = 100 μm. (D, E, F) The immunofluorescence results showed
that the integrated MHs expressed albumin (ALB), a marker of mature hepatocytes, dipeptidyl peptidase-4 (DPP-4), a marker protein of the bile
canaliculi, and the transporter AQP-1. In contrast, MHs unconnected to the bile duct structures expressed only ALB (the white narrow shows the
unintegrated hepatocytes). Scale bar = 200 μm.
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hCLiPs for 1 day in STIM and 3 days in BIM with HGF, which
allowed hepatocytes to integrate into the BD (Figure 5A).
Cholyl-l-Lysyl-Fluorescein (CLF) is a fluorescent bile salt
derivative that is being developed as an agent for
determining the in vivo liver function and in vitro hepatocyte
function (Milkiewicz et al., 2000; de Waart et al., 2010; Huang
et al., 2021). BD integrated with hepatocyte tissue could
accumulate CLF in the lumen of the BD (Figure 5B). In
contrast, the hepatocytes, which did not incorporate BD,
accumulated CLF in the bile canaliculi formed by the
hepatocytes (Figure 5C). The accumulation of CLF in the bile
canaliculi of hepatocytes under MEF-only conditions also
confirmed this finding (Figure 5D). Subsequently,
immunofluorescence staining of BD-integrated MHs was
performed, and the results showed that these MHs expressed
albumin (ALB), dipeptidyl peptidase-4 (DPP-4), a marker
protein of the bile canaliculi, and the transporter AQP-1
(Figures 5E, F). In contrast, MHs unconnected to the BD
expressed only ALB (Figure 5E). The above results showed
that the BD integrated the hMH and was able to transport
the CLF from the MHs into the BD lumen.

4 Discussion

A combination of small molecules could convert MHs into
LPCs, which had an unlimited self-renewal capacity and could be
induced to differentiate into both MHs and BECs (Katsuda et al.,
2017; Katsuda et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2019). In this study, we present
a novel in vitro three-dimensional BD formed by hCLiPs induced
from hMHs, which could combine with hMHs as an integrated
tissue with the complete biliary function of the accumulation of the
bile analog. This tissue represents a model of the human hepatic
organoid that is close to the condition in vivo. These results
demonstrate the functional properties of BECs and the
physiological nature of bile transport in the liver, providing a
valuable tool for the study of bile transport and metabolism and
related diseases. In addition, this tissue-engineered model holds
promise for the development of in vitro disease models and drug
screening.

Previous studies have explored the use of human BECs in vitro;
however, their practical application has been limited by a number
of factors. The low proportion of BECs in the liver, difficulties in
isolation, scarcity of donors, and ethical concerns have all hindered
the direct utilization of BECs (Katayanagi et al., 1998; Chen et al.,
2018; Huang et al., 2020). The use of small molecules to induce
mature cell dedifferentiation has gained increased attention in
recent times. Small molecule cocktails do not alter the genetic
sequence of the cell, which is different from iPSCs, but instead
manipulates the cell fate through alterations in the cell’s
epigenetics, offering a straightforward and highly controllable
approach (Knyazer et al., 2021; Guan et al., 2022; Hou et al.,
2022; Pan et al., 2022). For instance, the three-dimensional BD
generated from hCLiPs demonstrated in vitro properties that
resembled those of intrahepatic BDs, including the transport of
the bile analogs CLF and rhodamine-123. Ramli et al.
demonstrated the generation of a human hepatic organoid from
iPSCs, in which the cells underwent progressive differentiation

into hepatocytes and cholangiocytes within approximately 50 days
of culture (Ramli et al., 2020).

When isolating mature hepatocytes by two-step perfusion using
collagenase, fibrous cells, BD cells and other nonparenchymal cells
are always mixed because of the heterogeneity of liver cells (Zhang
et al., 2016; Aizarani et al., 2019). Induction cultures are often
heterogeneous because of the presence of undifferentiated
derivatives and nonparenchymal cells, thereby introducing
variability, potential immunogenicity, and problems in directed
differentiation (Singh et al., 2013; Miyoshi et al., 2022). When
FAC medium induced hepatocyte dedifferentiation, fibroblast
cells with strong growth ability grew on P0, gained a growth
advantage during the passage process and interfered with the
proliferation of hCLiPs after passaging, as shown in the
supplemental data. When BDs were induced with hCLiPs
without the removal of fibroblasts, the growth of BDs was
inhibited by the massive proliferation of fibroblasts during
induction. The fibroblast cells from FAC culture caused a high
background and limited the growth space. In heterogeneous cell
culture dishes that induce hepatic progenitor cells, it is particularly
important to remove a large number of mixed fibrotic cells (Singh
et al., 2013). The properties of stem cells themselves, which differ in
their adhesion to different extracellular matrices, are generally
weaker than those of fibrotic cells that are capable of secreting
collagen (Wang et al., 2016; Aizarani et al., 2019). Stem cells do not
inherently attach to the general surface, and there must be some
functionalized surface to facilitate adhesion (Lam and Longaker,
2012). It has been previously reported that a large number of fibrotic
cells produced during hepatoprostocyte induction are isolated using
different culture media (Miyoshi et al., 2022). It seems feasible to
select an appropriate adhesion surface for the separation of different
cells, especially stem cells and fibrotic cells with large differences in
adhesion ability (Wang et al., 2016). The collagen-coated dish can
provide a proper adhesion surface for hCLiPs, but for the gelatin-
coated dish, its adhesion ability is significantly weaker than that of
ordinary fibroblasts, at least in the adhesion time (Miyoshi et al.,
2022). After the one-time fibroblast cell removal procedure, the cells
in the final collagen-coated dish were mainly EpCAM-positive cells,
with only a small number of Desmin-positive cells. The cells in the
gelatin dish were almost all Desmin-positive cells, with few EpCAM-
positive cells.

When we attempted to use BIM, which was successfully used for
rat BD formation in other studies, to induce directed differentiation
of hCLiPs into BECs and subsequently construct three-dimensional
BD with medium supplemented with Matrigel, the efficiency of BIM
was found to be low (Figure 3) (Huang et al., 2021). The growth
factors HGF and EGF were introduced into BIM to improve this
situation. Other studies have confirmed that these growth factors
promote the induction of three-dimensional BD, especially HGF,
which can induce the tubular formation of BDs (Tanimizu et al.,
2007; Anzai et al., 2016; Tian et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2019). Dong
et al. summarized that the components of liver organoids, including
R-spondin-1, forskolin, Wnt, EGF, fibroblast growth factor (FGF),
HGF, and TGF-β inhibitors, promote the differentiation of LPCs
into BECs. Tanimizu et al. demonstrated that PI3K activated by EGF
in combination with HGF promoted proliferation during cyst
morphogenesis, and tubular or cyst formation depended on the
percentage of Matrigel in the total gel volume. According to some
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studies, hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) can promote the tube
formation of endothelial cells and ductal structure formation of
BD cells in three-dimensional culture conditions (Saiki et al., 2006;
Tian et al., 2016). HGF can also stimulate the proliferation and
differentiation of hepatocytes and induce the formation of
hepatocyte-derived biliary epithelium in vitro (Limaye et al.,
2008; Rose et al., 2021; Tanimizu et al., 2021). The biological
responses of scatter, growth, and branching morphogenesis
mediated by the HGF receptor are triggered by tyrosine
phosphorylation of a single multifunctional docking site located
in the carboxy-terminal tail of the receptor (Ponzetto et al., 1994;
Boccaccio et al., 1998). The study demonstrated that the HGF
receptor binds and phosphorylates Stat-3 and that the ensuing
nuclear signaling is required to trigger differentiation for
branching morphogenesis (Boccaccio et al., 1998). While HGF,
EGF, and the combination of the two induce the
transdifferentiation of hepatocytes to BECs, hepatocyte-to-BEC
transdifferentiation is regulated by HGF and EGF receptors, and
PI3 kinase–mediated signaling independent of AKT is a crucial
component of the transdifferentiation process (Limaye et al., 2008).
The activation of HGF-Met signaling induces diverse
morphogenetic responses, including the formation of branching
tubules, cell scattering, and invasion (Birchmeier et al., 2003;
Christensen et al., 2005). Therefore, HGF may have a positive
effect on BD formation in vitro and in three-dimensional culture.
Moreover, the LPCs developed cysts with the central lumen in 40%
Matrigel, and a lower percentage of Matrigel would form tubular
structures (Tanimizu et al., 2007). Tian et al. reported that they had
efficiently and controllably generated two-dimensional and three-
dimensional BD from iPSC-derived spheroids. The three-
dimensional BD structures were formed under control by HGF
and EGF in a three-dimensional ECM constructed byMatrigel (Tian
et al., 2016). Based on these findings, we compared the efficiency of
HGF, EGF, and the combination of the two, and they could promote
formation during tubular morphogenesis, but HGF only seemed
more efficient. In another similar hCLiPs, Kim et al. reported that
hCLiPs formed a tube-like branching morphology using BEC
differentiation medium consisting of DMEM/F12 medium
containing 10% FBS and 20 ng/mL HGF in a three-dimensional
culture constructed with collagen gel (Kim et al., 2019). Indeed, the
growth factors used in different culture systems and stem cells are
different. Nevertheless, it is undeniable that EGF and HGF are
culture components that can be considered to form tubular BD.

Bile is secreted from hepatocytes, extracted into bile canaliculi
formed by hepatocytes and subsequently delivered to the
intrahepatic BDs, where it is modified by BECs. The BECs form
the intrahepatic BD and extrahepatic BD, which complete the
modification, secretion, transportation, accumulation, and
discharge of bile (Reshetnyak, 2013). Huang et al. and Katsuda
et al. demonstrated that they generated rat BD or integrated tubule-
hepatocyte tissues in vitro that could transport CLF, rhodamine
123 or fluorescein diacetate (Katsuda et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2021).
This is the first reported instance of a tissue connection between the
human tubular BD and hepatocytes and presents an excellent
opportunity to develop an organoid model for studying diseases
related to human biliary hepatocytes. In vitro, the functionality of
the BD was assessed by determining MDR1 activity, which was
evaluated by the ability to transfer rhodamine-123 into the lumen.

The BD could collect rhodamine-123 in the BECs, which could
accumulate in the lumen, and this could be inhibited by verapamil.
Additionally, the P-gp transport function was evaluated by the active
transport of rhodamine 123, and verapamil was also an inhibitor of
the P-gp function (Wang et al., 2022). Milkiewicz et al.
demonstrated that the transportation of CLF is mediated by ATP
binding cassette subfamily C members 2 and 3 (ABCC2, 3), which
encode canalicular multispecific organic anion transporters 2 and 3
(MRP2/3) (Milkiewicz et al., 2000). The bile canaliculi formed by the
MHs without connecting BDs were also observed collecting CLF,
while it was reported that this phenomenon was not observed in
either the BEC monolayer or the BD without hepatocytes (Huang
et al., 2021). Therefore, we speculated that the bile canalicular
formed by the MHs formed a connection with BD and had the
ability to transport the bile analog CLF. Subsequent
immunofluorescence experiments also confirmed the presence of
AQP-1 and DPP-4 proteins between the MHs and the BD, which are
also bile transportation-related proteins. In conclusion, the
connection of the MHs to the BD provided a microstructural
basis for the excretion of bile.

Overall, this study provides a promising avenue for
establishing a novel in vitro system that combines hMHs and
BD using HGF and Matrigel. The functional BD, generated from
the hCLiPs, displayed characteristics of BDs and were able to
accumulate a bile analog, demonstrating their biliary function. By
coculturing and connecting hMHs and functional BD,
researchers can study various physiological and
pathophysiological conditions and evaluate drug responses.
The future study of the establishment of disease models from
this model could provide a valuable tool for drug development
and understanding disease mechanisms.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE S1
It was necessary to remove the fibroblast cells mixed with the hCLiPs. (A)
The fibroblast cells would increase during the induction of hCLiPs by FAC
medium. Scale bar = 500 μm. (B) If the fibroblast cells mixed in the
culture dish were not removed, the fibroblast cells with rapid proliferation
ability would overgrow in the culture dish after passaging. (C) Fibroblast-
related genes, including ACTA2, TGF- β 2, and MMP2, were gradually
upregulated during induction. (n = 3–6) Data represent the
mean± standard error of the mean. One-way ANOVA, *p < 0.01. (D)
Heterogeneous cells expressed the EpCAM and α-SMA proteins. Scale
bar = 200 μm.

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE S2
The fibroblast cells proliferated rapidly in a 3D culture environment, making it
difficult to form or fragment 3D bile ducts. Scale bar = 500 μm.

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE S3
The hCLiPs were enriched in purity without damage by multiple
subcultures. (A) Multiple subcultures were utilized to remove mixed
fibroblast cells in the suspension of hCLiP. (B) Immunofluorescence
staining of collagen dish-2 and a gelatin dish on day 8. Conversely to the
gelatin dishes, fewer Desmin-positive cells were observed in Collagen
dish-2 and most cells were EpCAM-positive. (C) RT-qPCR results
showed that the fibrosis related genes ACTA2, TGF-β2, and MMP2 were
more highly expressed in the fiber cells of the gelatin dishes than in the
hCLiPs of collagen dish-2, while the LPCmarker genes EpCAM, SOX-9,
and CD133 were more highly expressed in the hCLiPs. Data represent
the mean ± standard error of the mean. Student’s t test,
*p <0.05,*p < 0.01.

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE S4
The immunofluorescence results showed that the EpCAM protein was
expressed in the area of bile duct formation, while the EpCAM protein
expression was lower in cells that failed to form tubular structures in the
BIM+EGF and BIM+EH groups.
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